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LU Sponsors World Hunger Forum
Lawrence
University
will present
a symposium featuring experts oi inter
national
studies
addressing
"Poverty
and Wealth of Nations" during April
and May on the Lawrence campus.
The public is invited to attend these
events without charge.
Frances Moore Lappe, author of
the best-selling classic, D iet for a Small
Planet,
will
open
the
symposium,
discussing
"Poverty,
Powerlessness,
and Hunger" at 7:30 PM, Tuesday, April
22, in the Riverview Lounge.
Co-founder of the San Erancisco-based
Institute for Food and Development
Policy, Lappe is one of the world's fore
most authorities on starvation and m al
nutrition. Devoting her career to studying
the reasons for hunger in a world of
plenty, Lappe analyzes worldwide mis
management of agricultural resources,
the ineptitude and frequent corruption
of food assistance programs, and western
insensitivity to the plight of underde
veloped nations.
Author of World Hunger: Ten Myths,
What Can We Do? A Food, Land, Hunger
Action Guide, and several other books,
Lappe has also written articles appearing
in Harper's, The Nation, The Readers
Digest, and the New York Times. She
has served as an adviser to several
national
television
documentaries
on
world hunger, has addressed the United
Nation's World Conference on Agrarian
Reform and Rural Development, and
has testified before Congress on the
im pact of agricultural exports.
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A panel discussion, '"Poverty Around
Us," featuring three specialists canvassing
poverty and hunger, will take place
at 7:30 PM, Tuesday, April 29, also
in the Riverview Lounge. William Gollnick, adm inistrator of the Oneida Tribal
School, will discuss "Poverty Among
American Indians." Eileen L ittig , director
of Northeast Wisconsin In-School Tele
communications, Green Bay, will discuss
"Fem inization of Poverty," and Useni
Perkins,
social services director
of
the Chicago Urban League, will discuss
"Poverty in the American C ity."
Jeffrey G. Williamson, Laird Bell
professor
of
economics
at
Harvard
University, will present a Lawrence
convocation,
"Poverty,
Enterprise,
and Wealth," Tuesday, May 6, at 11:10
AM in the Lawrence Chapel.

Rice eaters at last nig ht’s 60-27-13 meal.
Williamson, who holds a B.A. in
m athem atics from Wesleyan University,
and both an M.A. and a Ph.D. in eco
nomics from Stanford University, has
written numerous books, monographs,
and
articles
concerning
American,
Japanese,
and
European
economies,
development,
exports,
urbanization,
and price strategies, among other topics.
These
events
are
presented
at

(photobyScott Whitcomb)
Lawrence under the auspices of the
Lt. William Kellogg Harkins Memorial
Fund.
This fund was established by
Mrs. Marjorie H. Kiewit in honor of
her brother Lt. William Kellogg Harkins
who was killed in the Second World
War. The fund promotes interest and
discussion of issues of moral significance
among Lawrence students ana between
students and faculty.

Act o f D iscrim in a tio n Spurs Controversy
by Amy Bell
On a small campus, issues are often
passed quickly from one individual to
another through word of mouth.
It
is through this process that stories
are altered or expanded, until the real
story is buried in hearsay.
In the past week, a thoughtless
comment
became
the center of a
fast-spreading
and
often
inaccurate
story. The intent of this article is to
clear up any misconceptions anyone
on this campus may have about what
happened.
Kris Swanson, a member of Beta
Theta Pi fraternity, is in charge of
organizing
the
golden
anniversary
celebration of the Beta chapter on
campus.
Swanson, while looking over
a list of possible student caterers for
the celebration with Assistant Director
of
Food
Services/Conferences
Gene
M iller, remarked that it was best not
to get minorities, or members of the
fraternity Phi Gamma Delta who were
not already on the catering list for
the event*
„
"It was a terribly thoughtless remark,

said Swanson, a junior.
"It does not
reflect the views of myself or my
fraternity."
Swanson said he was making the
suggestion to M iller out of concern
for the feelings of the alum ni who will
be
attending
the
50th
anniversary
celebration.
"The comment was said
in the interests of making sure the
event was as successful as possible.
I
obviously
never
considered
the
ram ifications of what was said."
"I wanted the success of the event,"
continued Swanson, "but was bearing
in mind the fact that the changes that
have taken place at Lawrence University
over the generations might not be warmly
received by everyone attending
the
celebration.
Swanson was looking over the catering
list because he wanted to choose caterers
who were personal friends of the Beta
house. Swanson said he knew that the
Fijis were having their islander party
on the same day as the Beta event,
and he figured none of the Fijis who
were caterers would want to work.
Swajison said that he did not mean

to exclude the Fijis from catering,
but that few of the Fijis are close friends
of the Beta house, and he did not ask
most of them to cater for that reason
as well.
Senior Johanna Heidemann is Head
Caterer. Heidemann said that she was
in the office on April 7 when Miller
and Swanson were going over the list
of caterers.
Heidemann looked over
the list and, when she noticed the name
of a caterer who was off campus, asked
Swanson who he wanted as a replacement.
Heidemann said that she was told by
Swanson
to
pick replacements
who
were not Fijis and who were white.
Heidemann wanted to give Swanson
the benefit of the doubt, because she
could not quite believe what she had
heard. On April 8, Heidemann approached
M iller with the issue because she did
not want Swanson to get away with
excluding minorities from his list of
caterers.
"I discussed the issue with Gene
M iller, and she didn't give any indication
that she was going to take any aciton,"
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 8)
said Heidemann.
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OPIN ION S/LETTERS
Dartmouth’s Liberal Administration
Cracks Down on Conservative Students
by Mike Bohm
Are colleges today being overrun
by left-wing administrators and faculty
members?
This idea
was advanced
by Benjamin Hart of the Heritage Founda
tion and author of Poisoned Ivy. He
stated that the flag-burners of the
sixties are now today's college deans
and tenured faculty. They are unhappy
with the conservative shift among college
students today [see "Today's College
Student:
Liberal
or
Conservative‘s ',
Lawrentian, January 10, 1986] and are
adopting measures to silence the voice
of conservatism and advance the liberal
cause on campuses all across the U.S.
Lawrence does not offer the best
example of this, however. If anything,
one hears the argument that our adm ini
strators are too conservative, especially
from the newly-formed Students for
the Lawrence Difference with regard
to the Jay O'Brien tenure case. But
take a look at the University ot Texas
where
the
left-wing
adm inistrators
are attem pting to shut down the conserva
tive Texas Review college newspaper.
They have involed an obscure rule that
prohibits the distribution of any news
paper with paid advertisements on cam 
pus. But this rule does not apply to
the liberal D aily Texan. S taff members
of the Review are contesting the action
in court and they 80*6 represented—believe
it or not—by the liberal Texas Civil
Liberties Union.
Perhaps the most publicized case
of liberal bias against college conserva
tives occured at D artm outh University.
On January 21, 1986, twelve conservative
students dismantled the shanties displayed
on the campus green. They were con
structed by the Dartm outh C om m unity
for divestment to protest against the
university's holdings in U.S. companies
that do business in South A frica. Un
fortunately, the D .C .D . protesters did
not seek tne permission from the universi-

the unsightly display because it violated
a local zoning la w .
Local authorities
threatened
to
fine
Dartm outh
$100
for every day that it did not comply
with the order.
The actions taken by the twelve
students
were
indeed
reprehensible
and cowardly.
They tore down the
display at tnree in the morning with
sledgehammers. One freshman, boasting
of their act, said, "We picked up some
trash on the green." Of course, they
deserved punishment—but not the severe
punishment that was handed out by
the disciplinary com m ittee.
Four of
the twelve students received two-year
suspensions and the other eight were
suspended for lesser periods. The pro

testers
who constructed
the
illegal
shanties received no punishment. Even
when 18 protesters were arrested by
Hanover police, the President of D art
mouth,
David
McLaughlin,
pleaded
with the officers to drop the charges;
he claimed that the students "did not
realize the gravity of their offense."
The morning after the shanties were
destroyed, lbO students staged a 30-hour
takeover of the adm inistrative building,
60's style. They went unpunished "due

to their moral conviction." It is painfully
obvious that the ridiculously harsh penal
ties against
the conservatives were
\
to satisfy the political interests of
the liberal administrators and faculty.
Why
were
the administrators so
intent on suspending the twelve conserva
tive students? Because ten of the twelve
students were on the staff of the con
servative
Dartm outh
Review.
This
weekly, which receives support from
William Buckley, represented everything
the
Dartm outh
adm inistration hated.
The adm inistration had tried to shut
down this paper since its inception
six years ago and thus seized the oppor
tunity to suspend its major contributors.
Although
many
people
disagree
with the views of tne Dartm outh Review,
the conservatives running the paper
have a constitutional right to freedom
of the press; and the m ajority have
no right to dictate to the m inority what
should be printed.
One of the high
prices of living in a dem ocratic society
is tolerating views with which one does
not agree; at Dartm outh, the liberals
were unwilling to pay the price.
In
fact, one conservative black student,
freshman Les Grant, who wrote for
the Review, was hung and burned in
effigy by the Afro-American Student
Organization. He was later found guilty
in a mock trial of racism and he was
labeled a Nazi, Brownshirt, Fascist.
Uncle Tom, and, of all things, a "nigger."
It is ironic that this sort of activity
is taking place on a college campus,
where free exchange of ideas are supposed
to flourish.
Like the conservative students at
the University of Texas, the twelve
students at Dartm outh are appealing
their suspensions in court. Let us hope
both parties win, not because we agree
or disagree with their views, but because
we respect their constitutional right
to freedom of speech.
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LUCC U pdate
The first LUCC meeting of third
term was held April 10th, with the
new cabinet
consisting of President
Aron Livingston, Vice-President Tracy
Uutala, Treasurer Keith Hrasky, Parlimentarian Kristen Albinson, Recording
Secretary Anne Paterson, Corresponding
Secretary Paula Johnson, and Finance
Secretary Beth Kransberger. The possi
bility
of the
M ulti-Cultural
Affairs
Com m ittee adopting the Overseas De
velopment Network Program was dis
cussed. This program has three main
goals. They include educating the campus
about the sponsored com m unity overseas,
raising money for the overseas comm uni
ty, and providing educational opportuni
ties for people on this campus interested
in the community.
More inform ation
concerning this program will be forth
coming. A forum sponsored by LUCC
on eating disorders is expected to be
held later this term or early fall term.
The issue of the almost certain raise
in the Wisconsin drinking age to 21
was discussed. A com m ittee was formed
to look into this issue and determine
the effects this change would have
on this campus. The next LUCC meeting
will be on Thursday, April 24.

A ssassin Game
Shot D ow n
Beginning Monday, April 21, students
on the Lawrence Campus will be using
toy guns to pretend to shoot and kill
their classmates in a game called Assas
sin. We believe that this game is symbolic
of murder.
There is a psychological
association between Assassin and the
act of murder, and this association
makes one look at murder as "just a
game." An example of the danger of
this type of game is on the front page
of Wednesdays Milwaukee Journal.
A
Green Bay teenager was killed "pre
tending"
to be hunted by a friend.

share our belief, please speak out.
Julie Neuzil,
Nalin Advani,
David R. Strass
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M a s o n t o S t u d y D e f o r e s t a t io n
by Rebecca Shereikis
Many Americans may think of tropical
rain forests as simply lush, exotic places
which have little bearing on anything
that happens in the United States.
According to senior Doug Mason, this
is not the case. The tropical rain forests
are neither as luxuriant as one might
think, nor are they unrelated to our
own ecosystem. In his upcoming year
as a Watson fellow, Mason plans to
go to Central and South America to
study
these
fascinating
forests and
the effects of deforestation on the
environment.
According to Mason, an incredible
deforestation is taking place in all
tropical countries. Tropical rain forests
are quite different from the forests
in North America, and deforestation
creates a unique and serious problem.
Although rain forests look lush and
rich, tne soil is actually quie poor, and
all of the real life of the forest is
contained in the trees. When the trees
are cut down, the soil is le ft without
nutrients, and as a result it cannot
be reused.
A fter the trees are gone,
the soil can be farmed for three to
five years, but then it become infertile
and the people living on it must move
elsewhere.
Mason plans to study the impact
of deforestation on the ecology by
focusing on the bird populations. Birds,
being easily mobile, are often the first
to
show
signs
of
change
in
the
environment.
He
would
like
to
investigate such questions as why rain

Passover to be
Celebrated in Coffeehouse

Doug Mason -’86.

(photobyRobMate)

forests are so sensitive, and whether
they can ever be restored.
He will
spend the m ajority of his year in Costa
Rica working with other researchers
at national parks and reserves finding
out what kind of research is going on,
and what needs to be done before going
out on his own. Eventually he would
like to go to Panama and Brazil; and
possibly Ecuador and Peru, depending
on when his money runs out.
Mason,
who
has
"always
been
fascinated by the tropics," developed
much of his interest in biology and
ornithology as a result of the work
he did with the Schlitz Audubon Center
in Milwaukee. It was through contact
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S t u d e n t

by Matthew Kaufman

by Karen Haake

On April 23, the campus Jewish
organization, Chavura, will be celebrating
the first night of Passover, starting
at 5:00 PM in the coffeehouse.
We would cordially like to extend
our invitation to attend this important
religious ceremony to all Jews and
to all those interested in finding out
a little about the Jewish faith ana the
importance of this ceremony.
Passover,
also
called
Pesach,
is
an eight day long ritual that commemo
rates the escape of the Jews from the
hands of the Egyptian pharaoh. It is
called Passover because of the tenth
(and final) plague God wrought upon
the Eg^rotians, that of killing the firstborn
child o f every Egyptian because Pharaoh
would not let tne Jews go. The Jews
put lamb's blood on their doorposts
so that the Angel of Death would see
that it was a Jewish household and
would pass it ovgr. Pharaoh, at last

Sophcfmore Liz Lehfeldt was recently
honored by being awarded a National
Endowment for the Humanities (NEH)
grant
for political science research
at Lawrence.
This summer Lehfeldt
will use her research to write a paper,
"The
Constitutional
Convention
and
Congressional Bicameralism."
In October of 1985, Lehfeldt was
approached by Professor Longley as
a possible candidate for this award.
A fter an inform ational session in which
Longley began to direct students toward
possible topics, Lehfeldt began to delve
into her topic. A fter careful planning,
she submitted a week by week, in deptn
proposal to the NEH Young Scholars
Program.
In early March, Lehfeldt found she
was one of only four high school and
college students from
Wisconsin and
one of 66 students nationwide selected
for the honor. She will spend nine weeks
at Lawrence this summer working on
her project under Professor Longley's
guidance.
Though
a history
major,
Lehfeldt believes the research experience
she gains this summer will be invaluable.
She Knows it will aid her as she looks
ahead to graduate school.
Her project will not be an easy one,
but resources not only in the Seely
J. Mudd Library, but through inter-library
loan, will be at her disposal. She realizes
the disciplinary difficulties of her project,
as no one likes to be inside researching
on a gorgeous summer day. Lehfeldt
hopes tne interest she has in her topic
will only increase with new knowledge.
The Young Scholars Program, estab
lished
by
NEH,
commemorates
the
200th anniversary of the United State
Constitution
in
1987.
Through
this
program,
students
such as Lehfeldt
explore the meaning of our government
ana are encouraged to snare their
findings.

Passover commemorates the
escape of the Jews from the
hands of the Egyptian pharaoh.
beaten, allowed the Jews to leave,
and the Jews left Egypt for the desert,
leaving so hastily that the bread did
not have tim e to rise.
This is the reason for eating un
leavened bread, Matzoh, on Passover.
This religious hocus pocus, however,
is only a minor part of Passover; it
is im portant because of its central
themes of freedom, redem pti 9 n from
slavery, and thanking God for liberating
us from bondage.
We hope that you
will be able to join us in our celebration
of this im portant element of Judaism.
There will be a sign-up in Downer
from Friday the 18th to Sunday the
20th—please keep an eye out for it!

with the people at the center that he
became aware of the big issues facing
conservationists.
He
realized
that
the biggest problems are with the tropics,
and as deforestation is just now becoming
an acute issue, there is still a lot to
be learned.
For one thing, the rain
forests are incredibly vast areas filled
with a profusion of diverse plant and
anim al life
(approximately one half
to one third of all the species on earth
live in tropical environments).
Many
of these species have not as yet been
identified or named. In other words,
it is a good area for research and
exploration.
Mason stresses that the problem
of deforestation is not simply the problem
of Central and South America, but
one which we all should be concerned
with.
Although we may not realize
it, the rain forests affect our lives
in many ways.
For example, many
drugs, especially those usea to fight
cancer, are derived from plants found
in tropical rain forests. The rain forests
also perform such necessary functions
as
supplying
atmospheric
moisture,
and providing winter homes for birds
which control the insect population
in Wisconsin. The rain forests of Central
and South America are part of our
ecosystem,
and
their
late
largely
determines ours.
Through his study
and research, Mason would like to make
people more aware of the wide-ranginp
effects of deforestation and some possible
solutions to this critical problem.

Sum m er

Fall

Spring

WASHINGTON
OR LONDON
INTERNSHIPS
OXFORD SUS ;R
Full A ca d e m ic Y ears In
• Oxford University
• L .S .E .
• S t. A ndrew s, Scotlan d

U.S. credits will be transferred
through Hampden-Sydney
College, founded in Virginia by
James Madison in 1776.
Graduate work is an option.
The Director of Studies for the
Center for Quality Education
Abroad (in Britain) is the Rt.
Hon. The Lord Beloff, D.Litt.
(Oxon.), Fellow of the British
Academy Professor Emeritus
of Government and Fellow of
All Souls, Oxford.
INQUIRIES TO:
JANET KOLLEK.J.D.,
Admissions DirectorCQEA/
WISC, Rm 53,158 W. 81 St.,
NY,NY, 10024.
(212-724-0804/724-0136).
(EO/AA)
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What is your opinion of the U.S. action against Libya?
"Although there have been many terrorist
attacks
that
Khadafy
is apparently
behind, I think we acted too soon; we
should have taken the position and
opinions of our European allies into
consideration — afte r all, that's where
more of the terrorist acts are occurring,
and its not just Americans who are
being killed."
-- Dawn Swibold, junior.
"I think it was a good idea - because
we've tried everything else to stop
terrorism and nothing worked. I only
hope this stops it so it doesn't lead
to more m ilitary action."

Dawn Swibold

Jeff Conta

-- Je ff Conta, freshman.
"I was pleased with the action; I take
the view that in the short term it will
cause problems, but in the long term
it will be very beneficial in restricting
the growth of terrorism."
— John Singer, senior.

"I don't feel that it's justified; I compare
it to the Brewers playing against a
small little league team without mercy."
— Cecilia Merrill, sophomore.
John Singer

Cecilia Merrill
(Text and photos by Steve Siegel)

— N e w s A n a ly s is

The Real Root of Mideast Terrorism
by Assad Sayeed
This article was intended to be a
response to last week's debate, "U.S.Libya Confrontation," but the events
of the last couple of days have made
the situation very complex and it is
too early to form any conclusive opinion
over this whole issue. As the article
is being written in the "midst of crisis,"
its aim is not to commend nor condemn
President Reagan's initiative to attack
Libya, but to attem pt to identify what
the crux of the problem is and to what
degree
this
m ilitary
action
against
Libya would be able to combat terrorism
aimed at the citizens and the interests
of the U.S.
The recent attack on Libya, a re tali
ation against terrorism aimed at the
Americans, was building up since Presi
dent Reagan very seriously vowed to
take definite action against terrorism
after the hijacking of the TWA airliner
in
August
1985.
The responsibility
for this hijacking was taken by the
Islamic
Jihad
organization based in
Beirut.
The hijackers even took the
passengers out of the aircraft and held
them nostage in the city of Beirut,
with the apparent support of the Beirut
authorities.
This hijacking of a U.S.
airliner with a m ajority of U.S. nationals,
had no direct connection with Kaddafi
or Libya, but was an act of a fundamen
talist Shiite movement based in Lebanon.
The next act of terrorism was the
hijacking of the Achille Lauro cruise
liner in October last year. This act
of terrorism involved the murder of
the only Jewish U.S. citizen on board.
Those held reponsible for this action
were a breakaway faction of the PLO
headed by Abu Abbas. This terrorist
activity was also carried out by the
Palestinians and was once again directed
against the Americans.
The Rome and Vienna airport bomb
ings, which took place at the El A1
(the Israeli airline) counter, also involved
the killing of many U.S. citizens as
well as people of other countries. This
attack was carried out by a group of
terrorists headed by Abu Nidal. This
group is also a breakaway faction of
the PLO, whose basic demand is to
liberate Palestine from the hands of
the Zionists.
This act was, however,
directly linked to Kaddafi, as he applaud
ed this terrorism and it was also believed
that Abu Nidal and his group of terrorists
were being trained and given refuge
in Libya.

It needs to be understood that much
of this terrorism that touches such
a raw nerve in the U.S. government
is also the product of myopia characteri
zing America's Middle East policy.
Getting rid of Kaddafi will not go
a long way in solving the real problem.
As long as the Palestinians rem ain dispos
sessed, as long as they are refugees
in their own homeland, there will always
be a seedbed for such terrorism to thrive.
Even if Kaddafi or Assad (of Syria)
or the PLO are scared off by the U.S.'s
"muscle power," there will be people
on
the
fringes
of
the
Palestinian
movement who will be carrying out
these acts, as it is a very sacred cause
to them.

Palestinian Terrorists in training.
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This sequence of terrorist events
during the last eight months gives a
clear indication that Kaddafi has been
no more than a whole-hearted supporter
of these terrorist activities.
Except
for the recent Berlin incident, which
can be attributed directly to Kaddafi,
(presumably a response to the Gulf
of Sidra incident), all other terrorist
activity directed towards the U.S. has
involved the Palestinian element.
The Palestinians have been long
since demanding the retrieval of their
homeland from the Zionists. They see
the U.S. as the strongest supporter
of Israel; therefore, their terrorism
is directed towards the U.S. as well
as Israel.
This terrorism has a much deeper
political base to it. To make it look
like the act of one egocentric man
♦k
irrational grudge against
the West is a very simplistic view and
tends to ignore the basic roots of the
problem.
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This coupon will adm it two
students to see the m ovie
“ Brazil” for the price of one
regular adm ission at:

CINEMA I
121 E. W isconsin Ave.
Appleton, Wl

Friday, April 18th through
Thursday, April 24th
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C h in e s e P r o f e s s o r V is it s
L a w r e n c e — H e ’s P l e a s e d
W it h LU C o m m u n it y
Professor
Michael
Chen
of
Heilongjiang University in Manchuria,
China talked recently about his first
impressions of America after spending
several weeks at Lawrence.
This term he is teaching a course
entitled
Modern
Chinese
Literature,
which focuses on fiction and drama
written from 1919-1949.
So far, he
is pleased with the m otivation and dili-

A n ex ch ang e p ro g ram
b e t w e e n C h in a a n d th e
U .S . w o u l d b e b e n e f i c i a l.

gence of his students, as he had been
warned
that
American students did
not take their work as seriously as C hi
nese students.
Professor Chen feels that Lawrence
provides a good environment for pursuing
goals, and ne envies the facilities that
are available, which students in China
do not have. The schools in China are
not as well-equipped as in the United
States, for there is not as much money
available for educational needs.

The fields of study offered in China
are much more lim ited because they
are modeled after the Russian educational
system.
Before the founding of the
People's Republic of China in 1952,
universities were similar to those in
America.
However,
they
underwent
change with the form ation oi the PR C .
Chen advocates a return to a broaderbased method of education. He is hoping
that upon his return to China he will
be able to organize an exchange program
between China and the United States,
but no plans have yet been made. He
believes that it would be beneficial
for the Chinese because our two countries
were isolated from one another for
so long. He feels it is im portant to
promote peace and understanding between
countries.
In his free tim e while in the United
States, Professor Chen plans to visit
various universities, including the Univer
sity of Wisconsin-Madison and perhaps
Macalaster College.
He also hopes
to read many books to which he does
not have access in China.
Professor Chen feels that he has
been very well looked after by his new
friends, and appreciates the hospitality
which they have shown him. He is grate
ful to President WarCh and the entire
Lawrence faculty, especially Professor
Doeringer, for such a warm welcome.

Professor Chen.

(photobyAubreySerewict)

Lawrence Invites Students of All Ages to Door County
Bjorklunden beckons.
And each summer hundreds answer
its call. A world in itself, this secluded
325-acre
wooded
estate, resting on
Lake Michigan's shore in Door County,
embraces its visitors with an ambiance
of tranauil beauty.
Bjorklunden (pronounced bee-york'-lunden) Vid Sjon, which means "birch forest
by the water," is the Scandinavian-style
former summer residence of Donald
and Winifred Boynton who willed the
estate to Lawrence University in 1962.
Each summer Lawrence welcomes
students of all ages at its Bjorklunden
seminars, courses that last six days
each and span a wide array of unusual
topics.
They come to escape, to meet others,
to enjoy pristine surroundings, and to
learn.
Not for credit or grades, but
for the pleasure of learning.
The Vikings, ancient Israel and its
heritage, oil painting, the American
Indian, Wisconsin's ethnic architecture,
and the literature of Ireland are a few
of the topics the summer scholars will
discover this year at Bjorklunden.
Week-long residents of the summer
haven live, learn, and explore with
their classmates during 10 one-week,
non-credit courses, instructed by selected
specialists, with no tests to worry about
and m inim al reading assignments. Ac
commodations, all in the original fam ily
buildings, are homey and com fortable,
and meals are served in the lodge, familystyle.
Covering
most
coursework during
the morning hours leaves students plenty
of tim e to swim, golf, walk in the woods,
and perhaps visit nearby Cave Point,
the Ridges, Washington and Rock Islands,
Peninsula State Park, and surrounding
art galleries.
Irm a Rideout, LaCrosse, said, "The
fact that everyone who comes wants
to return speaks for Bjorklunden." Miriam
Erickson, Egg Harbor, says, "This is
on oasis for education in a beautiful
setting. One cannot come away from
this experience and not be touched
in some positive manner."
The buildings of Bjorklunden, nestled
among birch, maple, and cedar trees,
colorful gardens guarded by friendly
wooden trolls, and scenic w aterfront,
include a main house or lodge, a studio,
a workshop, the caretaker's home, and
the widely acclaim ed fam ily chapel.
The fifty-seat chapel, built by the
Boyntons over a nine-year penod, features
intricate
wood carvings, needlepoint,

\

and murals on the ceiling and walls,
and is modeled afte r a Norwegian stavkirke" (wood chapel) that Mrs. Boynton
saw while traveling in Norway. A 200pound bell, originally cast for the ColumDian Exposition in 1893, hangs in the
G fiie chapel project so inspired Mrs.
Boynton that, in 1953, she wrote Faith
Builds a Chapel which, when brought
to the attention of the King of Norway,

earned her the bt. Ulat meaai in recog
nition of the book's importance to Nor
wegian-American relations.
All
Bjorklunden
seminars,
which
are lim ited to 14 enrollees
are
open to interested persons 18 years
of age older. For inform ation contact
Joseph Hopfensperger, resident director,
Box 92 IF, Baileys Harbor, WI 54202,
(414)839-2216.
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‘New’ Coffeehouse Experiencing Popularity
Thanks to Committee’s Dedication
tell you that part of the job is sometimes
staying up talking wii.Ii a singer until
5:00 Monday ruoniijinl), and run things
Sunday nights, he also does a lost of
the little jobs and dirty work. He is
definitely visible.
One thing that he
has set up this year is a programming
com m ittee of seven people. They are
the ones who learn the workings of
Coffeehouse and will be booking perfor
mers in the years to come. In other
words, the work that Charlie has done
in the past is now being done by seven
or eight.
All
this
organization,
creativity,
and attitude is, however^ just the back
drop to the reason for a Coffeehouse—the
performers. This year has already been
wonderful.
First
term
started
with
Fire and Ice.
Those who remember
the group including Jon Harmon know
how fun Coffeehouse can be.
Also
first
term
were circuit
performers
Dennis Warner, Fred Small, Barry Drake,
and Cathy Fink.
They represent all
sorts
of
different
life
experiences,
and often
circuit performers return
to Coffeehouse, hoping to become a
regular feature.
Winter term brought
in a lot of Lawrence talent. Like Charlie
Swanson in the fall, Christa Olson's
performance along with open mics and
lam sessions showed facets of Lawrence
life that are sometimes hidden.
In
addition to expressing Lawrence, Coffee
house was able to bring other things
to it like Irish folk music and the music
and lifestyles of performers Andrew
Calhoun ana Larry Long. The combination
of these two values of Coffeehouse
was expressed perfectly at the last
Coffeehouse
of second term ,
w.hich
was an improvisation night by a theatre
class.
Their presentation of life on
campus brought out glimpses of their
own personalities. It was a rather in ti
mate evening, since there were over
ZOO people packed in the room. It was
a great way to look ahead at third
term.
Yesterday was a student night,
with Paul O'Sullivan, Stephanie Samuels,
and Chris Dowling. This Sunday is another
pf the always-popular open mics, and
in the Sundays to come, we will see
Dave Wopat, another ja z z jam session,
Mustard s Retreat, a poetry and theatre
night, and a final open mic.
These activities provide the opportuni
ty for students to participate in C offee
house.
U nofficially,
anything
goes
r /-.?PeP. mic* A lot is happening, and
as Charlie told the 200 people at improv
if you can go while studying for
finals, you can certainly go while enjoying
the sun (and rain) this spring.

of the room. The lights are painted
blue so they don't outshine the candles
at each taole.
The stage lights are
almost never turned very high. Unless
the place is packed you can always
find a seat at one of the tables and
set the beer you brought over from
the V.R. on the dark red table-cloth.
Performances always start a little late,
but no one complains. If they are there
by 9:30 on Sunday, they can always
find someone to talk to for ten minutes.
If they don't feel like talking, people
bring their homework along ana look
for the brighter corner of the room,
maybe under one of the painted bare
bulDS, so they can read and listen at
the same tim e. There is seldom any
sign of tension in the room thanks to
a ll the people who make sure things
get done. B ritt and Jenny are usually
tnere, Tammy Teschner has taken care
of publicity, Mike Murphy has the sound
set up, Sean McCollum always finds

The dark little room across from
the V.R. has definitely established itself.
It's not just the frustrated underage
freshmen with nowhere else to go who
frequent the place. All kinds of Lawrentians and "outsiders" have found some
thing special in Lawrence's Coffeehouse.
A fter experiencing the performers
and audiences during winter term , it
is hard to believe that Coffeehouse
hasn't always been so successful. Just
a few years ago Coffeehouse was not
even a regular occurrence.
Instead
of a weekly schedule of first-rate perfor
mers, there was only an occasional
singer or interpretive theatre group,
usually Lawrence students. Attendance
was almost non-existent.
The budget
provided for acquiring circuit performers
was so slim, so there was no reserve
to provide a lot of refreshments, or
the little things like Tropos magazine.
It was d iffic u lt, and most certainly
frustrating, for the Coffeehouse C om m it
tee volunteers to provide any sort of
program.

The old Coffeehouse was, however,
a start. Over the years, many people
have pitched in their tim e, effo rt, recipes,
and
talent.
Gradually
Coffeehouse
grew in popularity and goals.
With
the C om m ittee chairman as a strong
pivot, C om m ittee positions could grow.
Publicity people could get announce
ments out, so more people attended
on Sunday nights. One o f the Coffeehouse
treasures is a wall covered with posters
signed by past performers.
Another
development was the idea to record
performances.
Now
the
recordings
are aired on WLFM on Wednesday from
5:30 to 7:00.
The home-made snacks have added
a touch of- class to Coffeehouse. Britt
Shawver and Jenny Carr have been
helped by many Coffeehouse Com m ittee
members this year to create some deli
cious (and some strange!) concoctions.
At the table, with the food, is coffee
(of course) and several different kinds
c>f tea. Next to the Tropos magazines
is a cooler filled with different kinds
of natural spring water.
Sometimes
the performers will set up a little booth
there as well with their latest (or only)
album.
The posters and food table are just
a couple of the things that contribute
to the relaxing ana fun atmosphere

__ _____ ______________
— —- things
they are bound to (or already have)
forget.
The Com m ittee as a whole
is over 35 people who manage to take
care of things. Yes, most of them show
up at meetings unless they sleep through!
Coffeehouse really Degan to grow
due to the efforts of Tom Hambleton
and Paul Shrode. Tom decided to make
a com m itm ent to it that has stuck with
today's
Com m ittee
members.
They
love doing the work and love being
able to watch the entire concept blossom,
making
Lawrence's
Coffeehouse
one
of the best in Wisconsin. Paul Shrode
was in his second year here when Tom
was pulling the organization together,
and seemed to realize the importance
of it in the Lawrence community. This
importance
has been apparent ever
since.
One member who is the public s
image (whether that is good or bad)
of
Coffeehouse
is Charlie
Newhall,
the Com m ittee Chairperson. He spends
more tim e making Coffeehouse work
than most others combined. Not only
has he booked almost every performer
the past year, hosted a few (he would
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SHORTS
M en’s Tennis Team Doing W ell
by Kevin Walch

La Crosse team struggle against opponent in a

(photobyLilianFujii)

recent game.

The
Lawrence
University
men's
tennis team has done well so far this
year (overall dual record 4-5)
when
one considers that five of the last year's
top seven players have left the team.
Last Saturday at 3:00, the Vikes hosted
a dual meet against St. Norberts. The
number one and two singles players
for the last three years, Pete Montross
and Tod Olson, respectively, graduated
last year, and the lower three singles
spots filled by Dan Hartenstein, Jim
Englund, and Dave Knaiz, will be filled
in by new faces this year. The Vikes
have been runners-up in the Midwest
Conference
tournament
two
of
the
last three years, while ranking 16th
in the final Midwest Regional Intercol
legiate
Tennis
Association
Rankings.
"Things are really pretty wide open
at this stage," said fourteen-year veteran
coach Mary Poulson. "We nave experi
enced players who could fill the lower
half of our lineup, but we just don't
have the big guns for the top of our
lineup. We have a lot of potential talent
in this team. It's just a m atter of how
quickly it surfaces. In the m eantim e,
we're looking at some rebuilding."
Juniors Chris Laing and Scott Duncan
will most likely be among the top players
this year. Duncan has compiled a 20-13
singles mark over the past two years;
last year he was number three singles
player.
C .J. reached the number six
championship finals at
the
Midwest

Conference tournament, while playing
number six in the singles last year.
Last Saturday he beat his St. Norberts
opponent, 6-1, 6-0.
Senior and co-captain Dave Turner,
who broke into the varsity lineup last
year, finished 7-3 in 1985.
He beat
nis Norberts opponent 6-3, 4-6, 6-3.
The other co-captain, Doug Allen, who
played
__ three
_____ varsity
_____ J ________
~i--- 1 _
in just
matches
last year, compiled during his sophomore
season an 11-5 record. He beat Robin
Stowe 6-2, 7-5.
Junior Monroe Sullivan, who was
1-2 last year in varsity matches, "has
improved tremendously.
He is a raw
talent with a very com petitive nature,"
Eraised Coach Poulson. Unfortunately,
e was defeated by St. Norberts Larry
Lueck, 7-6, 6-3.
There are also a few freshmen who
have helped along the team.
James
Karst, who compiled a 45-26 career
record in high scnool and was awarded
the MVP award three years, beat his
Norberts man 4-6, 6-1, 6-1. Je ff Conta,
who finished 12-5 last year and was
ranked 13th in the state 18-year old
and under division, lost to J e ff Zucchi,
6-4, 1-6, 6-3.
The doubles scores helped add up
Soints for Lawrence's victory: every
oubles team defeated its opponent.
The Conta-Laing team won 3-o, 6-4,
7-6; the Tumer-Allen team won 7-5,
4-6, 7-6; and the Karst-Sullivan doubles
team won 6-5, 6-2.
The next meet
is the Lawrence Invitational, held today
and tomorrow at the courts on the river.

Softball Team Winning More Since Tough Start
by Brad Snelson
I haven't seen a day yet this year
with weather nice enough to make me
sit through a softball game, but the
weather hasn't stopped the girls' softball
team from playing seven already this
season.
The
Viking
girls sit respectably
at 3-4 (2-2 conference) thus far this
season.
Many people, including coach
Mike Gallus, feel they are a better
team than their record shows.

W hat if you don’t
get into the
grad school o f
yo u r choice?
O f course, you may get into another
school, but why settle? Prepare for the
LSAT, GMAT, GRE, MCAT or any grad
school entrance exam with the best test
prep organization— Stanley H. Kaplan.
For nearly 50 years, Kaplan s testtaking techniques have prepared over 1
million students for admission and li
censing tests of all kinds. So call. Why go
tojust any grad school, when you can go
to the right one?

The first five games seemed to
indicate a team that was not going
to win unless they were handed a victory.
They sat at 1-4 and their only win was
handed to them on a platte r stacked
with 13 walks. The last doubleheader,
however, may have proven that the
first five games were nothing more
than a fluke. The bats came alive as
the girls handled Ripon easily, sending
them home losers twice.
Two hits from Cheryl Frater and
three from Sue Beckwith led the flurry
of 11 hits the Vikes knocked through
during their 6-2 victory in the first
game.
Two of Beckwith's hits were
triples that not only iced the win in
the first game, but indirectly were
a big factor in the second. Coacn Gallus
explained that her two drives backed
the outfield up considerably which led
to many more singles in the second
game.

A Lawrentian
takes a leap
at a recent
track meet.

Regtetoi Wow
Fm SiuKuca
525 N. Broadway
Milwaukee, wi
277-9990

K A P L A N

sianieyh kawaneducahonaicente*ltd

The worlds leading.
test prep
organization.
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The
second
game
probably
sent
the losing pitcher home wondering if
she was playing the right sport, after
giving up 16 hits and 10 runs. Many
players shined in this one, including
Sally "O" Landis and Kathy Keating,
both with three hits, while Sue Beckwith,
Sandy Landis, and Connie Reno each
had two.
A few of the girls are finding it
easier to get on base than to be thrown
out. Beckwith is h ittin g .583, Melissa
Wagner .417, and Keating .385. Keep
it up! Another notable note is Beckwith's
pitching performance.
She has sent
33 opposing batters back to the bench
with strikeouts, while starting every
single game this season.
So the team has shown that they
can play ball when they put their minds
to it. Hopefully they can keep it up.
Come find out this afternoon when
thejr take on Lake Forest at Whiting
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with
Julie,
Martha,
Amy,
Mary,
Charlie,'Honey,
men
should
come
Steph, Heather, Ian, and Jim :
instructions.
Thanks for all your hard work and
support.
You all were a pleasure to Mon',
work with and made my job a lot easier.
Are you ready to party this weekend?
—Maxim
A m ers
____________
If knot tying is your thing, and you're
~
A
,
into canvas...if getting wet and rubber
Congratulations and good luck to suits turn you on, come join us in
Paul Shrode, the new National Association Riverview
Lounse on Tuesday, 4/22
of Campus Activities Wisconsin Regional at 8:00pm.
Coordinator.
. r ? .........
L.G.:
ZZ
...
r
. ■ .
Peel your banana . . .
How would you like a free trip to
—S.B.
Hawaii,
or
tne
next
best
thing,
windsurfing and sailing on beautiful
Lake Winnebago?
Riverview Tuesday, To S.B. and T.T.:
4/22_________
at 8:00pm..
The atmosphere in the room has
« . . __ * J u *
U
been somewhat different lately ... First,
To aU
interested photographers:
New York fell, and then Lbndon and
The Ariel is looking for people inter- Paris went.
WHAT HAVE YOU TWO
ested in taking pictures for third term . BEEN D O IN G 9'9'
sports, and'8“
? e“
" T h e ^ A r ili
Love, S.L.CThe Concerned Room.e)

C t £e0t«
heetain n ^ a t i v e t P A "Bathe with ^
~ o m » a t . fc5 5 »
batteries, and dark room. If you don't --------know how to develop pictures, don't Hilary*
worry--we'11 take the film to Ideal and
who throws who into a tizz???
pay for the developing charge.
Any
photos you are interested in are yours p.s. Hope it was fun'
to keep.
If you are interested, call
Lora at x6873 or leave a message w it h --------Linda at x6600.
Dear Tim S.:
--------Take a little advice: "Like father.
To 4th Floor Kohler:
hke SOn" is nothin8 to be Proud of.
Friends, Romans, Countrymen, Lend --------£ 6 Z ™
Robes1V o r-.logars; or anything
Who is that big, beautiful, bearded,
In t
nf
r ^°U
e blue-eyed, bandana-wearing babe that
my towel AND bajhrobe...
just snowed up on campus, and will
—An Imbibed Showerer
>9911!
he please speak to me iin
n _______
French??
An Admiring Underclassman
P.S. What ever happened to the sessions
with Bud Brandon!?!
Roll over Beethoven! Here I come!
Beep! Beep! Beep! I love us.
Maria M.,
Suck it in! Suck it in!
—Your NACA Roomies
Dear Steph.,
Find your heating pad.
—Concerned Resiaents
Copywriters:
Attention all future authors? Anxious--------to see your name in print? We have Jam ie W.,
an opportunity where you could have
The object of RISK is to destroy
your work published and distributed not to be destroyed . . . get the hint?
all over campus.
If interested, c a ll—C.K. & L.P.
Lora at x6873 or leave a message with
--------Linda at x6600.
To the Women's Rugby Team:
Willie suggested we practice with
Uie men if“ we
about
D e iT T in JhS ”
w
V
l,
l
u
,
w e want
w a r n to
t o . . .. .. How
r
Try the K Y it helps make
up for Thursdays for tackling practice?
what vou lack.
An Aggressive Rookie
--An Unsatisfied Partner
--------P.S. Do I really have to learn to chug?
HS:
Is the term "habit of creatures" or
Listen every Tuesday night/Wednesday
"creatures of habit"? Which are we?
morning at midnight as Juano Baby
--------hosts 'T)REXLER: God's Favorite Radio
Beaches...bikinis...boats...boards...burgers Programme," on WLFM.
Juano is an
...brats and beer...be there. Riverview all around neat guy who'd help anyone
Tuesday, 4/22 at 8:00pm.
out of a jam , and with his incredulous
■
“
Tire Iron, leads his happy listeners through
Hey, O atm eal, your brain is leaking!
a musical wonderland.

ipt
¡cions
Ouoftfy
àtmrvtcm
EMERGENCY REPAIRS AVAILABLE
PHONE
734-1069

HOURS
M-W
-F
8 30to5

2UEHLKE
BUILDING

THURS
830to 7

SUITE103
103W CollegeAve
Appleton. Wl 5491I

SAT
9to 12

Move Yourself,
All Your Stuff
And Save, Too!

$25.00 OFF
with ony one-way
rental

FREE DOLLY
with ony local
rental

It's as easy as renting a Ryder truck, one way.
C o m p a r e costs b e fo re y o u m a k e p la n s
fo r m o v in g a t th e e n d o f th e s e m e s te r.
If y o u 're 18 or o ld e r a n d h a v e a v a lid
d riv e r's

lice nse, y ou c a n

use a

Ryder

tru c k , rent-it-here, leav e- it- th e re . Load
Ana for those of you who are still
Set your feet a tappin' to AUSTIN clewless, the Lawrence University Board
ON TAP on Saturday, April 19 th at Sailing Club will be holding a brief
8 PM in the Chapel. Students 55.00, meeting at Riverview on Tuesday, April
b r i n ^ ^ o u r f r ie n d ^ i n c H i a v e f u n ! ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
(CONTINUEDFROMPACE1)
"Gene Miller should not have agreed "I never said or implied that it was
to what I said," responded Swanson. the whole Beta house that was involved,"
Heidemann, responding
to
last
"I take full responsibility, but it is said
interesting
that
Gene
condoned the week's personals.
"Only one student outside of my
idea."
Gene Miller had no comment on fraternity took the tim e to ask me
what actually happened," said Swanson.
the incident.
Heidemann, after she spoke with
As soon as he realized the im plications
of what he had said, Swanson took several Miller, talked to two friends about
steps to correct his actions. He sent the m atter and asked their advice about
a letter to catering that said they could what course of action to take. "I had
till empty positions
with
whomever trusted that they would give me advice
thev chose. Swanson also sent out an and wouldn't speak with anyone else
apology to be published in the Lawrentian, about the m atter," said Heidemann.
and sent personal apologies to the student "I'm worried that my trust was broken,
and that may be why the issue blew
body.
The entire incident took the student up as it did."
"The student community is upset
body by storm. The story spread quickly,
and inaccurately, across the campus. about what happened, and it should
said
Shrode.
'Kris
has
been
Few people to<?k the tim e to confront be,"
those involved in the issue and actually confronted by his fraternity and by
Judicial Board, and has haa to face
ask them what happened.
"The reaction of the campus is in the consequences of his actions."
"The incident has been taken through
some ways the same transgression Kris
made," said Paul Shrode, Dean of Campus the judicial procedures that are provided
Life.
"Lots of students have been for through LUCC legislation," said
reacting
to
hearsay and
third-hand Gervais Reed, Dean of Students.
Because he is the advisor for Judicial
knowledge without knowing what has
been gome on. The personals in last Board, Reed was unable to comment
Friday s Lawrentian were a reaction further on the incident. He was, however,
able to say that, "Insofar as there are
to what people thought had happened."
ram ifications,
the
Both Swanson and Heidemann agree administrative
needs
to
trust
the
that the entire issue was only made community
more explosive by the student body. administrative staff to act appropriately.'s

up

your

ste re o ,

10*speed,

e v e ry th in g . Y o u 'll still h a v e

c lo th e s ,
ro o m ,

no

d o u b t, fo r o n e or tw o fr ie n d s w ith th e ir
th in g s to s h a re th e cost.
C o m p a r e th a t to th e p ric e o f a p la n e
tic k e t. O r e v e n a b u s. Plus s h ip p in g .
R ent a n e w e r truck
m a in ta in e d ,

fro m

th e

m o st d e p e n d a b le

best-

fle e t in

th e w o r ld — R yder. The b e s t tru c k m o n e y
c a n re n t.
R yder offers s p e c ia l d is c o u n ts to all
s tu d e n ts a n d fa c u lty .

WE WILL BE REPRESENTED BY:

LO-BUC RENTALS
731-6720

FOX RIVER MALL
739-3024

BERNIE’S
SMALL ENGINE
739-2006

